EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The main objective of this research study was to evaluate the performance limits of flexible
metal pipes; with particular emphasis on structural design including deflection, and service life
expectancy. Specific objectives were set as follows:
(a) Review the relevant technical documents gathered on the subject;
(b) Review AASHTO code requirements and DOT's practice regarding design of metal
pipes;
(c) Analyze and evaluate the current design requirements in terms of wall area, allowable
deformations and strains, buckling, seam failure, and installation; and
(d) Provide recommendations for appropriate application of flexible metal pipes as gravity
flow conduits.
The study reviewed in addition to relevant standards and code, numerous publications and
reports on the subject, including the industry proposal to relax the FDOT deflection
requirements.
The review and analysis of documents indicated that, although in current practice the design of
flexible metal pipes is generally based on deflection limitation, it should consider other
possible performance factors that might control the design and their effects on the overall
behavior of flexible metal buried pipes.
The review also indicated that the AASHTO Standards provide a reasonable basis for design of
flexible metal pipe, particularly in view of the excellent field performance for several decades,
and the very few cases of failure due to design. However, it presents some shortcomings
related to lack of information and guidelines on the following important aspects:
(i)

The loads including live loads,

(ii)

Shallow installation conditions,

(iii)

Vertical deflection limitations,

(iv)

Behavior of large diameter pipes,

(v)

Durability with relation to service life expectancy,
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(vi)

Safety factors, and

(vii)

Acceptability criteria.

Based on the evaluation of the listed documents and on a literature review, the following
preliminary recommendations are offered. The bases of these preliminary recommendations are
provided in Chapter 4 - Conclusions and Recommendations. Further testing and verifications
are necessary before these recommendations can be implemented.
-

The vertical earth load can be conservatively assumed equal to prism load, WP .

-

Live load including impact should be considered for shallow condition that is for
covers smaller than 8 feet for HS20 vehicles. Impact effect can be neglected if the
cover is higher than 3 feet, or the pipe diameter; whichever is greater. If construction
loads are expected to be higher than HS20, then the minimum cover should be
increased consequently.

-

Verification of thrust resistance should be carried out according to AASHTO (Eqs.
2.2 and 2.3). Resistance to buckling of corrugated: metal pipe should be verified
according to AASHTO Specifications. For non-corrugated metal pipe, Eq. (3.14)
may be used.

-

Seams resistance should be verified as per AASHTO using a resistance factor of 0.67
as recommended by AASHTO LRFD (Table 12.5.5-1).

-

Limit on vertical deflection after installation could be increased, after further testing
and verifications are made.

-

Flexural deflection limits during handling and installation as per AASHTO LRFD
(Table 12.5.6.1-1) should be maintained.

-

The irregularities of the bedding surface (grade control) should be limited to 1 % of a
single section.
iii

-

Installation geometry and materials should follow the current AASHTO and ASTM
specifications, as conveniently summarized in Fig. 3.16.

-

Durability of flexible :metal pipe in relation to service life expectancy should be
addressed during the design process. The document prepared by the FDOT and
presented in Appendix C, provide a good guidelines. Additionally, Fig. 3.8 as well as
the considerations given in section 3.7 can provide some guidance on the required
metal thickness for the corrosion allowance per year of service.

-

Coordination between the pipe manufacturer and the contractor should be reinforced.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Problem Statement
Flexible metal pipes are used as buried underground gravity flow conduits. For road and highway

applications, the design of flexible metal pipes is currently based on the AASHTO requirements and
DOT's design practice. Recently, the flexible metal pipe industry expressed the need to relax some of the
performance limits practiced by DOT agencies, and particularly those related to field deflection
limitations. This report presents an evaluation of the current requirements and design practice as well as
the industry's proposals and recommends guidelines for appropriate application of these pipes.
1.2

Objectives of the Study
The main objective of this research study was to evaluate the performance limits of flexible

metal pipes, with particular emphasis on structural design including deflection, and service life
expectancy. Specific objectives were set as follows:
-

Review the relevant technical documents gathered on the subject at hand.

-

Review AASHTO code requirements and DOT's practice regarding design of metal pipes.

-

Analyze and evaluate the current design requirements in terms of wall area, allowable
deformations and strains, buckling, seam failure, and installation requirements.

1.3

Provide guidelines for appropriate application of flexible metal pipes as gravity flow conduits.
List of Documents
Following is a list of relevant technical documents and scientific publications that have been

reviewed and analyzed.
A-- LIST OF STANDARDS AND REFERENCE BOOKS
-

AASHTO, 1994, LRFD Bridge Design Specification, 1st ed., American association of State
Highway Transportation Officials, Washington, D.C. USA.

-

AASHTO, 1999, Standard Specification for Corrugated Steel Pipe, Metallic-coated for Sewers
and Drains, AASHTO M 36M-98, Interim Edition, American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials, Washington, D.C. USA.
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-

AASHTO,1999, Standard Specification for Corrugated Steel Structural Plate, Zinccoated, for Field-Bolded Pipe, Pipes-Arches, and Arches, AASHTO M 167M-98,
Interim Edition, American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials,
Washington, D.C., USA.

-

AASHTO, 1999, Standard Specification for Corrugated Aluminum Pipe for Sewers and
Drains, AASHTO M196M-92, Interim Edition, American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials, Washington, D.C., USA.

-

AASHTO, 1999, Standard Specification for Corrugated Steel Pipe, Polymer Pre-coated,
for Sewers and Drains, AASHTO M 245M-91, Interim Edition, American Association
of State Highway and Transportation Officials, Washington, D.C., USA.

-

A.I.S.I., 1980, Modern Sewer Design, American Iron and Steel Institute, Washington,
D.C. 319 p.

-

A.I.S.I., 1984, Handbook of Steel Drainage & Highway Construction Products,
American Iron and Steel Institute, Washington, D.C., 413 p.

-

ASCE, 1982, Gravity Sanitary Sewer Design and Construction, ASCE Manuals and
Reports on Engineering Practice No. 60, WPCF Manual of Practice No. FD-5, ASME
New York, NY, 275 p.

-

Association Canadienne de Normalisation (Canadian Standards Association), 1982;
CAN3G401-M81: Tuyaux en tole ondulee, Norme nationale du Canada, Association
Canadienne de Normalisation, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada.

-

Moser A.P., 1990, Buried Pipe Design, McGraw-Hill, Inc., New-York, NY, 219 p.

-

Tubecon in., 1995, Canalisations et elements prefabriques en baton : Manuel technique,
Association quebecoise des fabricants de tuyaux de beton, Longueuil, Quebec, Canada,
154 p;

-

Watkins R:K and Anderson L.R., 1999, Structural Mechanics of Buried Pipes, CRC
Press, New York, NY, 444 p.

B- LIST OF TECHNICAL PAPERS
Brown C.B., Green, D.R., and Pawsey; S., 1968, flexible Culverts Under High Fills,
Proc. ASCR, Vol. 94, No. ST4, pp. 905-917.
-

Bums Q., and Richard, M:; 1964, Attenuation of Stresses for Buried Cylinders, Proc.,
Symposium of Soil-Structure Interaction, Univ. of Arizona Eng. Research Lab., Tucson,
Arizona.

-

Garber J.D. et al., 1992, Feasibility of Applying Cathodic Protection to Underground
Corrugated Steel Pipe, Transportation Research Record 1371, pp. 154-161

-

Hartley, D.J., and Duncan, M.J. , 1987, E' and Ms Variation with Depth, ASCE Journal
of Transportation Engineering, Vol. 113, No. 5.
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-

Havens B.T. et al., 1995, Longitudinal Strength and Stiffness of Corrugated Steel-Pipe,
Transportation Research Record N. 1514, pp. 1-9

-

Haviland J. E., Bellair P. J., and Morrell, V. D., 1967, Durability of Corrugated Metal
Culverts, Report for Dept of Trans., State of New York.

-

Katona G. Michael and Akl Y. Adel, 1987, Design of Buried Culverts with StressRelieving Joints, Transportation Research Record 1129 pp. 39-54.

-

Lester H.G. and Eric T.M., 1998, Service Life of Drainage Pipe NCHRP Synthesis 254,
National Cooperative Highway Research Program, Transportation Research Board.
-

Luscher U., 1966, Buckling of Soil-Surrounded Tubes, Proc. ASCE, Vol. 92, No. SM6.

-

Martson A., and Anderson A.O., (1913), The Theory of Loads on Pipe in Ditches and
Tests of Cement and Clay Drain Tile and Sewer Pipe, Bull. No. 31, Eng. Exper. Sta.,
Iowa State College.

-

Martson A. , 1930, The Theory of External Loads on closed conduits in the Light of the
Latest Experiments, Bull. No. 96, Eng. Exper. Sta., Iowa State College.

-

Meyerhof. G.G. and L.D. Baike, 1963, Strength of Steel Culverts Sheets Bearing against
Compacted Sand Backfill, Highway Research Board Proceedings, Vol. 30.

-

Nielson F.D., 1967, Modulus of soil Reaction as Determined by the Triaxial Shear Test,
Hwy. Res. Record No., 185, pp. 80-90.

-

Nielson F.D.,1967, Soil Structure Arching Analysis of Buried Flexible Structures, Hwy.
Res. Record No. 185, pp. 36-50.

-

Rogers C.D.F. et al., 1995, Structural Performance of Profile-Wall Drainage Pipe
Stiffness Requirements Contrasted with Results of Laboratory and Field Tests,
Transportation Research Record 1656, pp. 73-79.

-

Rogers C.D.F., 1987, The Influence of Surrounding Soil on Flexible Pipe Performance,
Transportation Research Record 1129, pp. 1-11.

-

Spangler M.G.,1958, A Practical Application of the Imperfect Ditch Method of
Construction, Proc. HRB, Vol. 37, pp. 271-277.

-

Spangler M.G., 1950, Theory of Loads on Negative Projecting Conduits, Proc. HRB,
Vol. 30, pp. 153-161.

-

Spangler M.G., 1962, Culverts and Conduits, Foundation Engineering, ed. by G.A.
Leonards. McGraw-Hill, p. 997.

-

Spangler M.G.,1941, The Structural Design of Flexible Pipe Culverts, Bulletin 153,
Iowa Engineering Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa.

-

Watkins R.K. and Spangler M.G., 1958, Some Characteristics of the Modulus of Passive
Resistance of Soil. A Study in Similitude, Proc. HRB, Vol. 37, pp. 576-583.

-

Watkins R.K., 1957, Characteristics of the Modulus of Passive Resistance of Soil, Ph.D.
dissertation, Iowa State University.

-

Watkins R.K., and A.P. Moser, 1971, Response of Corrugated Steel Pipe to External Soil
Pressures, Highway Research Record 373, pp. 88-112.

-

Watkins R.K. and Smith A.B., 1967, Ring Deflection of Buried Pipe, Journal AWWA,
Vol. 59, No. 3.

C- LIST OF TECHNICAL REPORTS
Ayles, J.T. and Smith C.C., 1985, Performance Characteristics of Circular Corrugated Steel
Pipe Culverts, Technical Report 37, Saskatchewan Highways and Transportation, Regina,
Saskatchewan; Canada.
1.4

Organization of the Report

This report contains three sections, in addition to the introduction chapter. Chapter 2 presents
the current AASHTO design procedure. Chapter 3 presents the evaluation and discussion of the
Standards requirements and practices of DOT agencies. Chapter 4 concludes the study and offers
recommendations as well as guidelines for design and service life of buried flexible metal pipes for
gravity flow applications. A review of selected papers dealing with the subject problem is provided
in Appendix A.
Note to reader: The symbols of the equations of this report are those used in the original sources.
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2.0 CURRENT CODE DESIGN PROCEDURE
2.1 General
Flexible metal pipes are widely used as buried underground conduits for gravity flow
applications. The analysis and design of a flexible metal pipe is essentially a problem of soilstructure interaction where pipe derives its soil-load carrying capacity from its flexibility. A flexible
metal pipe must support the soil overburden, the ground water, and the loads applied at the ground
surface due to vehicular traffic. The current methodologies for the design of such a structure follow the
following general path: 1. Determine the loads acting on the pipe; 2. Design the pipe section and
installation to carry the loads. These design methods are based on the AASHTO Standards and are
presented in this chapter.
2.2 AASHTO Design Procedure
2.2.1 Loading
The AASHTO code specifies that buried structures should be designed for force effects
resulting from the loads applied on such structures. The loads on a buried pipe may be from two
primary sources (a) dead loads due to the earth overburden, and (b) live loads due to the traffic
passing over the pipe. In addition to the direct load imposed by soil overburden, the flexible metal
pipe must also sustain the loads applied on the ground surface. However, the intensity of surface
loads is known to decrease with increasing depth. Therefore, the consequence of traffic, or other
surface loads, on deeply buried pipes is relatively minor.
2.2.2

Soil Envelope

The performance of a flexible metal pipe is dependent on soil-structure interaction and soil
stiffness. The pipe is generally installed in a relatively narrow trench excavated in undisturbed soil.
The trench is then filled with well-compacted backfill, referred to as the soil envelope. The
AASHTO code gives general recommendations for soil envelope in terms of trench width,
embankment installations and soil cover, as described below.
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(a) Trench width
The trench width must provide enough space between the pipe and the trench wall to allow
for safe and proper compaction of backfill material. As a guide. AASHTO recommends a
minimum trench width not less than the greater of the pipe diameter (S) plus 16.0 inches or
1.5 times the pipe diameter plus 12.0 inches. That is:
Trench width / max { (S + 16.0 in) ; (1.5S + 12.0 in))
(b) Embankment installations
The width of the soil envelope must ensure adequate lateral restraint for the pipe. As a guide,
AASHTO code recommends that the minimum width of the soil envelope on each side of the
buried pipe not be less than the width specified in Table 2.1.

(a) Minimum soil cover
The AASHTO code gives also the minimum recommended cover of a well-compacted
granular sub-base, taken from the top of rigid pavement or: from the bottom of flexible
pavement. AASHTO code recommends that the minimum soil cover for steel and aluminum
conduits shall not be less than the one specified in Table 2.2, where S is the diameter of pipe
in inches.
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2.2.3 Design procedure
Design methods are based on performance criteria where performance limits are related
to stress, strain, deflection and buckling. Flexible metal pipes, as most structures, are designed so
that they will have enough strength and stiffness to adequately resist the applied loads. The
AASHTO code requires that flexible metal pipes be investigated at the strength limit state for :
(a) wall area of pipe, (b) buckling strength and (c) seam resistance for pipes with longitudinal
seams. Consequently, the structural capacity of flexible metal pipes is evaluated on the basis of
wall resistance to thrust and wall resistance to buckling. A non-structural requirement is also
provided in the form of a limit on maximum pipe flexibility to ensure that the pipe is not
damaged by excessive deformation during shipping, handling, or installation.
(a) Wall resistance to thrust
The factored axial resistance, Rn, must be greater or equal to the factored thrust, TL:
Rn / TL

(2.1)

The factored thrust, TL , per unit length of wall, is taken as:

S
TL =PL  
 24 

(2.2)

and the factored axial resistance, Rn, per unit length of wall, without consideration
of buckling, is taken as:
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Rn = φFyA

(2.3)

where:
TL

=

factored thrust per unit length (kip/ft)

S

=

pipe span (in)

PL

=

factored crown pressure (ksf)

A

=

wall area (in '/ft)

Fy

=

yield strength of metal (ksi)

θ

=

resistance factor

(b) Resistance to buckling
The resistance to buckling is verified using the wall area (A) calculated from the criteria of
resistance to thrust by comparing the critical buckling stress (fcr) to the yield strength of metal.
 r  24 Em
, then;
If S <  
 k  Fu

 Fu kS 


r 

f cr = Fu −
48Em

2
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2

(2.5)
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where
S

=

diameter of pipe or span of plate structure (in)

Em _

modulus of elasticity of metal (ksi)

Fu =

tensile strength of metal (ksi)

r

_

radius of gyration of corrugation (in)

k

=

soil stiffness factor taken as 0.22

If fcr is found to be less than Fy, the wall area (A) must be recalculated using fcr in lieu of F y , in the
equation Rn / TL (Eq. 2.1)
(c) Seam Resistance
For pipes fabricated with longitudinal seams, the nominal resistance of the seam shall be sufficient
to develop the factored thrust in the pipe wall, TL.
(d) Handling and installation
Pipes must have sufficient stiffness to withstand temporary loads occurring during transportation,
handling and installation. Handling flexibility is defined by a flexibility factor, FF given by:
S2
FF =
Em I

(2.6)

where
S

= the diameter of pipe (in)

I

= the moment of inertia of wall (in/in)

E

= the modulus of elasticity of metal (ksi)

The AASHTO code limits the values of flexibility factor to those specified in Table 2.3.
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3.0

EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
This chapter analyses and discusses the current AASHTO requirements and practice. The

following performance limits specified by AASHTO and A S T M and related to the design and
use of flexible metal pipes for gravity flow applications were addressed with regards to thestate-of-the-art on the subject. Summaries of relevant reviewed research studies are presented
in Appendix A.
3.1 External loads
3.1.1 General Considerations
External loads are exerted on buried pipes by the soil that surrounds them (vertical earth
load) as well by the traffic passing over them (surface live load). The vertical earth loads
depend upon the stiffness properties of both the pipe structure and the surrounding soil (soil
envelope). The effect of surface live loads at he top of buried pipe is function of the height of
soil cover and therefore diminishes rapidly for deeply buried pipes. As far as design is
concerned, the AASHTO code does not provide clear guidelines on how to evaluate the
vertical earth load.
In current practice the determination of the loads on a buried pipe mainly depends on : (a)
pipe classification (flexible or rigid), and (b) installation conditions.
(a) Pipe classification
One way of classifying pipes is by using the flexural stiffness of the pipe wall as determined
from result of parallel plate testing ( A S T M D 2 4 1 2 ) . That is:
PS =

F
EI
=
∆ y 0.149 R 3

(3.1)

where
PS

=

pipe stiffness, kN/m/m (lb/in./in.), often determined at a deflection of 5% of the
nominal inside diameter of the pipe

F

=

parallel plate load, Mm (lb/in.)

∆y

=

change in vertical diameter, m (in.)
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E

=

pipe material modulus of elasticity, kPa (psi)

I

=

pipe wall moment of inertia, mm/mm (in./in)

R

=

radius to the centroid of the pipe wall, mm (in.)

It has been suggested that if a pipe deflects at least 2% without structural distress, then it
qualifies for a flexible pipe (Moser, 1990). Other researchers (Burns and Richard, 1964;
McGrath, 1999) suggested that classification of pipe be based on the relative stiffness of the
pipe and the soil envelope in which it is embedded, SB
SB =

M s R3
EI

(3.2)

The latter is used to calculate the vertical arching factor (VAF) using continuum theories such
as finite element analysis or the Burns and Richard (1964) elasticity solution (see Appendix
B). If VAF < 1.0, then the pipe is considered flexible, otherwise it is considered rigid.
(b) Installation condition
The intensity of the loads on a buried pipe depends also on installation conditions.
Trench condition and embankment condition are the two major installation parameters (ASCE,
1982).
(a) Trench condition is one where the pipe is installed in a relatively narrow trench
excavated in undisturbed soil and then back-filled (Fig. 3.1 a).
(b) Embankment condition is subdivided into positive projecting installation (Fig. 3.1
b) and :negative projecting installation (Fig. 3.1c). A positive projecting installation
is one where the pipe is installed directly on top of the natural ground and then
covered with embankment material. A negative projecting installation is one where
the pipe is installed in a relatively narrow and shallow trench with its top below the
natural ground, and then covered with the embankment material.
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3.1.2

Vertical earth load
The load theory developed by Martson is widely used to calculate the vertical earth

load acting on top of buried pipes of most commonly encountered construction conditions. In
general, Martson theory states that the load on a buried pipe is equal to the weight of the prism
of soil located directly above the pipe to the level of the ground, referred to as the prism load,
plus the effects of shear forces along the edges of the prism. The prism load, Wp, is defined by:
Wp = γHBc

(3.3)

where:
γ

=

unit weight of the soil

H =

depth of fill over the top of the pipe

Bc =

outside diameter of the pipe

3.1.2.1 Load determination by Martson Theory
The general form of Martson's equation used to calculate the load, W, acting on a
buried pipe can be expressed as:
W = CωB2

(3.4)

where:
ω = unit weight of the soil
B = trench or pipe width, depending on installation conditions
C = dimensionless coefficient that takes into account the effect of:
(a) the ratio of the height of fill to the width of trench of pipe (H/B),
(b) the shearing forces acting along the edges of the prism, and
(c) the relative settlement between the prism and the adjacent soil for embankment
installations.
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(a) Vertical earth load for trench condition
Under vertical load, a flexible metal pipe installed in a trench condition will deflect more
than a well compacted side fills leading to a proportional share of the total load between the
pipe and the side fills. The vertical' load, W, on a flexible pipe for trench condition is then
expressed as:
Wc = Cd ω Bc Bd

(3.5)

where
Bc = outside diameter of the pipe,
Bd = width of the trench,
Cd = load coefficient given by:

Cd =

1 − e −2 kµ '( H / Bd )
2 Kµ '

(3.6)

where:
K = Rankine's ratio of lateral pressure to vertical pressure,
µ’ = coefficient of friction between backfill material and side of the trench,
H = height of fill above top of pipe.
The load coefficient Cd can be determined from the computation diagram presented in Fig. 3.2.
Vertical earth load, W, has also been expressed as a function of the prism load as follows
(AASHTO LRFD, clause 12.10.2 for rigid pipe, Mc Grath, 1999, for flexible and rigid pipes):
W = VAF x WP

(3.7)

where WP is the prism load (Eq. 3.3) and VAF is the vertical arching factor. Generally, VAF <
1.0 for flexible pipes and 1.0 < VAF < 1.4 for rigid pipes. However, for a conservative design,
the prism load (i.e. VAF = 1.0) is usually considered for flexible pipes, whereas VAF = 1.4 is
used for rigid pipes.
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(b) Vertical earth load for embankment conditions
The vertical earth load, Wc, on a flexible pipe installed in an embankment is given by
Wc = Cc γ Bc2

(3.8)

where Cc is a load coefficient expressed in terms of the followings:
•

Ratio of cover height to pipe diameter (H/Bc): Its determination is straightforward.

•

Product of the settlement ratio and the protection ratio (rsdp): The projection ratio,

p, is defined as the ratio of the vertical height of the top of the pipe above the embankment
subgrade level to the outside pipe diameter Bc. Therefore, it is readily available from
installation geometry. The settlement ratio, rsd, indicates the direction and magnitude of the
relative settlements of the prism of soil directly above the pipe and of the adjacent prisms of
soil (see Fig. 3.3). It is given by

rsd =

(S

m

+ S g ) − (S f + d c )
Sm

(3.9)

where
Sm =

compression of the columns of soil of height pBc

Sg =

settlement of the natural ground adjacent to the pipe

Sf =

settlement of the bottom of the pipe

dc =

deflection of the pipe

The load coefficient Cc can be derived from Fig. 3.4.
In embankment installation, most pipes are installed above the natural ground surface.
This type of installation is defined as a positive projecting pipe. Martson proposed two cases
of positive projecting pipes depending on the settlement ratio rsd:
- Projection condition (Fig. 3.3a), characterized by a positive settlement ration rsd, where
the
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sidefill settles more than the top of the pipe.
-

Trench condition (Fig. 3.3b), characterized by a negative settlement ratio rsd, where the
top of the pipe settles more than the side fill.

It must be noted that the settlement ratio, rsd, is difficult to determine even empirically.
Recommend design values of the settlement ratio rsd are given in Table 3.1. These values are
based on measured settlements of a number of actual installations.

Note that the curves of Fig. 3.4 are plotted for both "incomplete ditch condition" and
"incomplete projection condition" for which the plane of equal settlement is respectively
located within, and above the top of the embankment (imaginary plane). The plane of equal
settlement is defined as the plane where the shearing forces at the side of prism (see Fig. 3.3)
are zero.
• Products of Rankine 's constant and the coefficient of internal friction of backfill XM:
Recommended values of Kit are 0.19 for the projection condition: and 0.13 for the
trench condition (see Fig. 3.4).
3.1.3

Surface live loads

Buried pipes are subjected to live loads: resulting from the weight and impact of surface
vehicles or railroads. Standard highway loading, referred to as AASHTO HS20 live loads, and
standard railroad loading known as AREA E80 live loads are usually used to standardize the
design.
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The Boussinesq solution for a semi-infinite elastic solid is usually used to obtain the
resulting vertical stress distribution resulting from traffic loads with depth as follows:
3Qs H 3
q=
2πR 5

(3.10)

in which q is the vertical stress at the point considered, due to concentrated point load, Qs;
and H and R are the vertical depth and radial, distance, respectively, from the surface load to the
point in question.
In current practice live loads for the design of buried pipes are generally computed through
charts prepared by the Corrugated steel pipe industry. These charts are presented in Fig. 3.5 and
include a 50 % impact factor to account for the dynamic effects of the traffic.
It is well known that surface live loads affect mainly shallow covers. Therefore, most of
times it is not taken into consideration. The question that remains is related to the minimum
cover beyond which effect of surface live loads on buried pipes can be neglected. From Fig. 3.5
it is clear that the surface live load plus the impact are of no effect when less than 100 psf. This
corresponds to a minimum height of cover above the pipe of 8 feet and 30 feet for Highway
HS20 and Railway E80 loading, respectively (see Table 3.2)
On the other hand, the AASHTO Highway: code recommends a minimum cover of 3 ft or
pipe outside diameter, whichever is larger, above which the impact effect can be neglected. The
AREA code recommends to neglect the impact effect when the cover exceeds 10 feet.
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It must be noted that charts such as those of Fig. 3.5 present shortcomings in that they do
not take the size of the pipe into consideration. Therefore, an alternative formula (Spangler
1960) was proposed to determine the live loads, as follows:

1
Wt = I c C t Qs
l

(3.11)

in which Wt is the average load, in pounds per linear foot, on the conduit due to wheel load; l is
the length (or effective length) of the conduit; k is the impact factor; Ct is the load coefficient;
and Qs is the concentrated truck-wheel load, in pounds, on the surface of the fill.
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3.2

Performance limits
As presented earlier in chapter 2, in current AASHTO specifications, the structural

capacity of metal pipes is evaluated on the basis of wall resistance to thrust (Eq. 2.2) and wall
resistance to buckling (Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6). No indication is given on the deflection or strain
limits. While this procedure can be appropriate for rigid pipes, where the above specified
performance limits may always occur before deflection or strain limits are reached, it may not
hold true for flexible pipes where deflection performance may govern the design. It may be
worthwhile noting that the ASTM A796 specifies that the application of a deflection design
criteria is optional arguing that long-term field experience and test results have demonstrated
that corrugated metal pipe, properly installed using suitable fill material, will experience no
significant deflection.
In general, however, the following performance limits corresponding to possible pipe
response may be considered in design of metal pipes for gravity flow applications : (a) wall
crushing, (b) wall buckling, (c) seam resistance, (d) longitudinal and shear stress (e) reversal
of curvature, (f) deflection, (g) strain limit and (h) durability. Items (a) to (d) were addressed
by code and are therefore discussed first, items (e) to (g) related to deformations and (h) to
durability will be discussed later under Issues not covered by code.
3.2.1 Wall crushing
This performance limit is reached when the wall stress (Eq. 2.2) reaches the yield stress
of the pipe (Eq 2.3) The latter is used to determine the minimum wall thickness required, hence
the maximum burial height allowed. As: stated earlier, this situation is mainly of concern for
rigid pipes. However; it may also be a governing: performance limit for stiffer flexible pipes
installed in highly compacted backfill and subjected to very deep cover. It maybe worth noting
that the AASHTO formula does not take into consideration the bending stress, which if
important may influence wall crushing.
3.2.2 Wall buckling
Wall buckling is caused by: either insufficient pipe bending stiffness or/and by
insufficient soil stiffness. While pipe bending stiffness of metal pipe can be determined fairly
accurately, the
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determination of soil stiffness on the other hand is not straight forward. Stiffness is described by
soil modulus E' and depends on the class and the degree of compaction of soil. Many attempts
have been made through extensive laboratory and field tests to measure and quantify the soil
modulus E'. However, considerable difficulty has been encountered and no consensus on the
values of E' has been reached. The values of E' shown in Table 3.3 were suggested by the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation. Other values taking into consideration the soil depth were also suggested
(Hartley and Duncan, 1987).
In AASHTO Standards, two formulae (Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5) are recommended depending on
the diameter (slenderness). These formulae give the critical buckling pressure (fc) mainly in
terms of the pipe properties. The only soil parameter included in the equations is a soil stiffness
factor K. In view of the difficulty in the determination of the soil modulus, constant value of 0.22
is recommended for the type of backfill material allowed for flexible metal pipe structures.
It is noted that AASHTO Equations for fcr are expressed in terms of the radius of gyration
of corrugations and no indications are given as to the use of these equations for non corrugated
flexible metal pipes.
Meyerhof and Baike (1963) developed the following formula to determine the critical force
required to cause buckling in a buried circular pipe:
p cr =

2 KEI
R 1− v2

(3.12)

If the "sub-grade modulus" K is replaced by the s o i l stiffness modulus E', Eq. 3.12
becomes:
p cr = 2

E'
1− v2

 EI 
 3
R 

(3.13)

where I = Moment of inertia of wall cross section per unit length, v =Poisson's ratio of pipe,
R=
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Actual tests show that Eq. 3.13 works fairly well for steel pipes. However, it assumes a
constant external pressure (or internal vacuum) around the pipe and may therefore not be
suitable for large diameter pipes installed below the water table in shallow burial.
A similar formula was also developed by Lusher (1966). This formula gives the critical
uniform pressure, pcr, required to cause buckling in a soil-surrounded tube.

p cr = 1.73

EIBM *
r3

(3.14)

in which E is the modulus of elasticity of the pipe material; I is the moment of inertia of the
longitudinal cross section of the conduit wall per unit length; B is the coefficient of elastic
support; M* is the constrained modulus of the soil; and r is the nominal radius of the tube. For
dense to medium-loose sand Eq. 3.14 was found to give a close correlation with laboratory test
results.
3.2.3

Seam resistance

Fabrication and resistance for, seams are thoroughly described in AASHTO M36M-96
and ASTM A 760/A - 760M-956 for steel and in AASHTO 196M-92 for aluminum pipes.
Following type of seams are addressed: (a) Riveted and spot welded seams, (b) Helical lock
seams and (c) Helical continuous welded seams.
The longitudinal seam formed by bolting or riveting curved sheets together for
corrugated metal pipe may have to be checked for crushing strength for heavy backfill loads.
In flexible metal pipes welded seams may represent the weakest link of the chain. These
regions can be of high residual stresses that can cause cracks leading to leaks when the pipe
deflects.
Strength of lap welds may be less than that of the steel pipe. For example, tests on lap
joints (Brockenbrough, 1990) show that longitudinal strengths of a single and a double weld is
about 75% and 83% of pipe strength, respectively.
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3.3

Installation consideration
3.3.1 Handling
For flexible metal pipes, a maximum flexibility factor FF (see Table 2.3) is recommended

to avoid damage of the pipe during handling and installation. FF is function of stiffness factor EI
(Eq. 2.6). Note that FF is not a true property for buried pipes, but it is fairly representative of
concentrated forces on pipes which are typical of handling loads. The stiffness factor EI is
related to the pipe stiffness (PS) as follows:

PS =

where:

F
EI
=
∆y 0.149r 3

(3.15)

E

=

modulus of elasticity, lb/in2

I

=

moment of inertia of the wall cross-section length of pipe, in 4/in

r

=

mean radius of pipe, in

F

=

force, lb/in

∆y

=

vertical deflection, in

Pipe stiffness PS is determined in the laboratory by a parallel plate loading test according to
ASTM D2412-96. It is defined as the load at an arbitrary 5% deflection divided by the sample
length (usually longer than one diameter) and divided by the vertical deflection ∆y, giving a
typical unit of lb/in2. The resulting stiffness factor EI is. used to determine the flexibility factor
FF (Eq. 2.6) as well as the approximate field deflection by the modified Iowa Formula:

where :

∆X =

DL KWc r 3
EI + 0.061E ' r 3

DL

=

deflection lag factor

K

=

bedding constant

WC

=

Marston's load per unit length of pipe, lb/in

r

=

mean radius of pipe, in

(3.16)
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E

=

modulus of elasticity of the pipe material, lb/in2

I

=

moment of inertia of the pipe wall per unit length, in4/in

E'

=

soil modulus, lb/in2

OX

=

horizontal deflection or change in diameter, in

The deflection lag factor was introduced to account for the consolidation at the sides of
the pipe that continues after the installation and that could lead to an increase in long term
deflections. Spangler recommended a deflection lag factor of 1.5. However, if the prism load is
used for design, then a deflection lag factor of 1.0 is recommended.
3.3.2 Longitudinal and shear stresses
Most of pipes are not designed to resist high longitudinal stresses. Longitudinal stresses
in buried pipes are produced mainly by longitudinal bending and thermal expansion or
contraction. One of the major causes of longitudinal bending is the non-uniformity of the soil
bedding. A-uniform bedding is usually very difficult to achieve in field despite appropriate
specifications and design and therefore, longitudinal stresses can not be totally avoided.
However they should be kept to a minimum by proper installation design and construction.
Corrugated metal pipes are known to be flexible enough to relieve themselves of longitudinal
stresses by changing length and by beam bending that conforms with uneven bedding.
Two basic longitudinal analysis of buried pipes, that follow classical procedures, are
available : the axial and the flexural longitudinal analysis. The first one considers the effects of
temperature changes and the second one considers the effects of beam bending. Shear loading
often accompanies longitudinal bending. These shear forces must be eliminated or minimized
by proper design and installation.
Limiting the irregularities of the bedding surface (grade control) to l % of a single
section of pipe, which can reasonably be achieved in practice, should limit longitudinal and
shear stresses.
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3.3.3

Installation condition

Flexible metal pipes are generally installed in a relatively narrow trench (dictated by
installation) excavated in undisturbed soil or fill embankments. The narrower the trench, the
lighter is the load on the pipe. However, a trench excavated in poor soil (the trench walls
provide less horizontal support) may need a wider trench. The normal installation requirement
for flexible metal pipes are given in ASTM A807/A 807M-96 and conveniently presented in
Fig. 3.6 along with the appropriate terminology for both trench and embankment conditions.
The soil types recommended for each of installation regions are also provided.
3.4 Safety factors
Safety factors against ultimate collapse of buried pipes are about the same as those used
in the. design of most engineered structures. The need for selecting a design load that is less
than the performance limit load arises mainly from uncertainties such as service conditions
loads, uniformity materials and design assumptions along with unexpected construction
deficiencies. Therefore, the application of a safety factor is aimed at providing adequate
margin of safety against all possible .modes of failure.
Design performance limits for flexible metal pipes may be expressed in terms of stress
and strain, crushing or buckling in the pipe wall or deflection. Safety factors depend therefore
on uncertainties for the performance limit considered. Therefore, a safety factor is not
necessarily unique but depends on uncertainties for the type of performance limit considered.
Thus, a safety factor for buckling may be different from deflection. Safety factors ranging
from 2 to 4 have been generally used for design performance limits of flexible metal pipes. A
safety factor of 2 is recommended for buckling and wall area, while a safety factor of 3 is
used for seam resistance (AASHTO - Standard Specifications, art. 12.4.1.2). On the other
hand, a safety factor of 4 has been traditionally applied to the deflection limits associated with
snap-through occurrence.
Some of these safety factors may seem somehow excessive, however, they may be
justified given the uncertainties involved in the design of such structures, particularly those
related to load values, backfill soil properties and compaction, and installation control.
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3.5 Issues not Covered by Code
Many issues that are important for design of flexible metal pipes are not covered by
the code. Deflection, strain and reversal of curvature, as well as durability are some of
these issues.
3.5.1 Deflection - Strain - Reversal of Curvature
In flexible metal pipes, excessive deflection may occur before crushing strength limit
of the pipe is reached. A flexible metal pipe will generally have a deflection design limit
based on occurrence of reversal of curvature (Fig.3.7) The calculated design deflection
must then be equal to or less then the design deflection limit with a safety factor.
The modified Iowa formula (Eq. 3.16) is generally used to determine the design
deflection of flexible metal pipes. The maximum deflection prior to failure has been
investigated by inspecting a number of large-diameter pipe installations. It was determined
that a flexible metal pipe would begin to reverse curvature at a vertical deflection of about
20% of the nominal pipe diameter. The use of a conservative factor of safety of 4
established the design deflection at 5%. Strain is related to deflection, therefore, limiting
the deflection amounts to limiting the strain. The total circumferential strain in the case of
buried pipes is generally made up of bending strain, ring compression strain, hoop strain
due to internal pressure, and strain due to Poisson's effect. For gravity flow application
pipes, the bending strain is the predominant component and contributes for most of the
total circumferential strain.
Research studies indicate that the bending strain εb may be expressed as:
 t  ∆ y
 d  D

ε b = 6 





(3.17)

where t is the wall thickness, D is the pipe diameter, and ∆y is the vertical deflection. The
level of strain corresponding to 5% vertical deflection may be of interest. Three flexible
metal pipes with diameters of 600, 1200, and 2400mm, were considered for analysis. The
total strains at 5% vertical deflection, calculated from Eq. 3.17, were found to be 0.07%,
0.04% and 0.05%, respectively.
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These simple calculations, show that the strains induced at a 5% deflection are very small
compared to the yield strain of steel, which is around 0.2%.
3.5.2 Durability
Flexible metal pipes must be designed to have enough strength and/or stiffness to
perform adequately their intended functions. In addition, they must also be durable to last for
their design service life. This is generally achieved by designing the additional thickness
required of the selected protective mean. However, relating metal loss with various physical
and chemical properties of the soil is very complex and very limited data is available. Chapter
6 of MOT Topic No. 625-040-001-b (see Appendix E) gives useful diagrams for service life
estimation for metal pipes, in terms of the PH and the resistivity of the prevailing water and
soil conditions.
The statistical average corrosion rate of the type suggested by Haviland et al. (1967) for
the state of New York (see Fig. 3.8) as well as the following recommendations can also be
used as guidelines.
(a)

Allowance should be made for abrasion wherever peak flow velocity is high
and water contains significant amounts of sediment;

(b)

When the water PH is less than 4.5, the use of metal pipe should be avoided. If
the water PH is greater than 4.5, an additional metal thickness must be
provided;

(c)

Aluminum pipes can be used for 4.5 ≤ PH < 9.0
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The main objective of this research study was to evaluate the performance limits of
flexible metal pipes, with particular emphasis on structural design including deflection, and
service life expectancy. Specific objectives were set as follows: (a) Review the relevant
technical documents gathered on the subject at hand; (b) Review AASHTO code
requirements and DOT's practice regarding design of metal pipes; (c) Analyze and evaluate the
current design requirements in terms of wall area, allowable deformations and strains,
buckling, seam failure, and installation; and (d) Provide recommendations for appropriate
application of flexible metal pipes as gravity flow conduits.
The study reviewed in addition to relevant standards and code, numerous publications
and reports on the subject.
4.1 General Conclusions
In summary, the review and analysis of documents indicated that, although in current
practice the design of flexible metal pipes is generally based on deflection limitation, it should
consider each possible performance limit, including deflection, in succession to identify the
one that occurs at the lowest load.
Flexible metal pipes have shown an excellent field performance for several decades, and
very few cases of failure due to design short comings: were reported. That means that the
design methods have withstood the test of time. It may also mean that the design is too
conservative. However, one should also keep in mind that the design of flexible pipes is a soilstructure interaction problem and adequate construction control is difficult to achieve.
The review also indicated that the AASHTO Standard provides a reasonable basis for
design of flexible metal pipe. However, it presents some shortcomings; particularly regarding
the following important aspects:
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(a) The loads: No indication is provided on how the loads including live loads, are calculated
and hoe they can be affected by the flexibility of the pipes (flexible versus rigid) and by the
installation conditions (trench versus embankment)
(b) Shallow Conditions: No guidelines are given for shallow installation conditions. Questions
related to the minimum cover below which the traffic load is to be included need to be
addressed.
(c) The vertical deflection: No indication is given on how to calculate deflection and what is a
reasonable limit and related factor of safety.
(d) Large diameter Pipes: It appeared from the survey that large diameter pipes may warrant a
different design approach.
(e) Durability and Service Life: No guidelines are provided for durability with relation to service
life expectancy of flexible metal pipes.
(f) Safety Factors: Safety factors currently used for different performance limits lack of rationale
and consistency. They should therefore be reviewed particularly in view of the introduction
of new products into market.
(g) Acceptability Criteria: Realistic acceptability criteria consistent with current installation
procedures should help achieve uniform quality control.
4.2

Preliminary Recommendations
Based on the evaluation of the listed documents and on a literature review, the

following preliminary recommendations are offered. The bases of these recommendations are
also provided. Further testing and verifications are necessary before these recommendations can
be implemented.
1. Loads
Recommendation
- For flexible metal pipes, the vertical earth load can be conservatively assumed equal
to prism load, Wp.
- Live load including impact load should be considered for shallow conditions, that is
for covers smaller than 8 feet for HS20 vehicles. Impact effect can be neglected if
the cover is higher than 3 feet or the pip diameter; whichever the greatest. If
construction loads are higher than 3 feet or the pipe diameter; whichever the greatest.
If construction loads are expected to be higher than HS20, then the minimum cover
should be increased consequently.
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Basis for Recommendation
- Vertical earth load can be expressed as VAF x Wp, where VAF = vertical arch
factor and Wp = prism load. It has been shown that VAF can be in the range
[0.2 - 1.0] for flexible pipes depending on the relative stiffness of pipe and
backfill soil.
- From Fig. 3.5, it is clear that the surface load plus the impact are of no effect
when less than 100 psf. The latter corresponds to a minimum cover of 8 ft
above the pipe. The AASHTO LRFD code recommends a minimum cover of 3
ft or pipe diameter, whichever the largest, above which the impact effect can
be neglected. Construction vehicles may be heavier than service traffic loads
and a minimum cover, with due account of rut effect, should be designed to
avoid damaging the pipe.
2. Resistance to Thrust
Recommendation
- Verification of thrust resistance should be carried out according to AASHTO
(Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3)
Basis for recommendation
- AASHTO formula neglects bending stress, which is believed reasonably
correct for flexible metal pipe, which are generally thin.
3. Resistance to Buckling Recommendation
- Resistance to buckling of corrugated metal pipe should be verified according
to AASHTO. For non corrugated metal pipe, Eq. (3.14) may be used.
Basis for recommendation
- Field pipe and test showed that buckling is not the governing performance
limit and therefore it is usually neglected altogether. AASHTO formula,
although most likely quite conservative since it uses only one value for soil
stiffness factor that conservatively covers all backfill soil materials allowed for
flexible pipe installations, presents the advantage of being straightforward. In
addition, it suggests a different formula for large diameters, which appears
rational in view of the fact that large diameter pipes are more prone to
buckling than small diameter pipes. Alternatively,
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the use Eq. 3.13 or Eq. 3.14 for corrugated and non-corrugated flexible metal pipes
if the soil characteristics are known, is indicated. These equations have shown good
correlation with laboratory tests.
4. Seam Resistance Recommendation
- Seams resistance should be verified as per AASHTO using a resistance factor of 0.67
as recommended by AASHTO LRFD (Table 12.5.5-1).
Basis for Recommendation
- Tests have shown that seam resistance may be 75% lower than the metal pipe
resistance. However it is believed that the resistance factor of 0.67 will make up for
any weakness in the welds.
5. Deflection Limitation Recommendation
- Limit of vertical deflection could be increased after further testing and verifications
are made. Field verification test after installation should be maintained.
Basis for Recommendation
- The current practice limit of 5% of the diameter stem from the deflection
corresponding to snap-through buckling, which was reported to be around 20% of
the pipe diameter. A safety factor of 4 is currently used. However, it is believed that
there is no rationale supporting such a high conservatism. In fact, this question of
safety factor should be clarified for all, types of pipes. The degree of field control
should be reflected in such an endeavor. A Safety factor of 3 appears reasonable.
However, it should be backed by further testing and verifications. It is clear from
review and simple calculations that the source of 5% deflection limitation does not
come from the strain limitation. Therefore, the argument advanced in the
Memorandum addressed by Jim Schluter to Paul Harkins (see Appendix F) to
remove the 5% deflection limitation for flexible pipes, although correct in saying
that the strains are very small, is fundamentally wrong.
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6. Installation
Recommendation
- Flexural deflection limits during handling and installation as per AASHTO LRFD
(Table 12.5.6.1-1) should be maintained
- The irregularities of the bedding surface (grade control) should be limited to 1 %
of a single section.
- Installation geometry and materials should follow the current AASHTO and
ASTM specifications, as conveniently summarized in Fig. 3.6.
Basis for Recommendation
- It has been shown that if the flexibility factor of a given pipe is less than that
specified, the probability of transportation/installation damage is statistically low
to be tolerated (Watkins and Anderson, 1999).
- In addition, frequently the additional wall thickness required for handling and
installation provides sufficient metal to satisfy durability requirements.
- The limitation in bedding surface irregularities should limit longitudinal and shear
stresses to acceptable levels.
- Good performance was reported for pipes installed on the basis of current
specifications.
7. Durability and Service Life
Recommendation
- Durability of flexible metal pipe in relation to service life expectancy should be
addressed during the design process. The document prepared by the FDOT and
presented in Appendix E, provides good guidelines. Additionally, Fig. 3.8 as well
as the considerations given in section 3.5.2 can provide some guidance on the
additional metal thickness for the corrosion allowance per year of service.
Basis for Recommendation
- No reliable methods exist for prediction of durability performance in a given
environment. A set of guidelines for taking the corrosion losses into consideration
has been proposed on the basis of extensive survey (Haviland et al., 1967).
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8. Coordination
Recommendation
- Coordination between the designer and the contractor should be reinforced.
Basis for Recommendation
- It appeared from the review that the principal reasons for culvert failures were related
to inadequate relation between the design assumptions and the actual construction
conditions.
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APPENDIX A
REVIEW OF SELECTED PAPERS

A1

A.1

Attenuation of Stresses for Buried Cylinders
by Jerome Q. Burns and Ralph M. Richard, Proceedings, Symposium of Soil Structure
Interaction, University of Arizona, Engineering Research Lab. Tucson (Sept. 1964)

The paper presents two-dimensional elastic analytical equations in non-dimensional
form which describe the thrusts, moments, and displacements in a deeply buried conduit as
well as the stresses and displacements throughout the surrounding elastic medium due to the
action of an overpressure applied at the surface of the medium. The. conduit and the medium
are analyzed as a structural system. The determination of the stresses and deformations
throughout this system gives the conduit thrusts, moments, and displacements, and the
medium stresses and displacements, hence, the interaction loads and the arching phenomena
are evaluated.
The analysis is made through the use of extensional shell theory for the shell and
Mitchell's formulating of Airy's stress function or the medium. The analysis is applicable to
conduits embedded in an elastic medium ranging from "Rigid conduits" to "Flexible
conduits". The equations clearly show' the soil-shell interaction problem and the effect of the
extensional flexibility of the shell relative to its bending flexibility on the arching effect, as
well as of the slippage of the shell relative to the medium on the response.
The analytical study showed that the spatial attenuation of the stresses and
displacements is quite rapid with the free-field conditions being essentially reached within
about two diameters. This study of the linearly elastic soil case of the soil-pipe system is
thought to be a necessary starting point and gives good insight into the actual soil problem.
The authors concluded that the validity of this theory and the resulting slip-zone-arch
modifications, which arise from it, should be verified experimentally.
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A.2

E' and Ms Variation with Depth
By James D. Hartley and James M. Duncan, ASCE Journal of Transportation Engineering., Vol. 113, No.
5; Sept. 1987.

This paper investigated the variation with depth of embedment of the modulus of
elasticity E' and the constrained modulus Ms of the soil. The modulus of soil reaction (E')
characterizes the stiffness of the soil backfill at the sides of a buried pipe, and is an important
factor in the Iowa formula for determining pipe deflections.
Numerous studies have clearly established experimentally and in practice that E' varies
with soil type and compacted density. There have been conflicting opinions in the literature as
to whether E' is indeed a function of depth, and that depth has a significant effect on the value
of E'. This effect was examined empirically with sets of pipe deflections and pressures, and
with a finite element computer program developed for the study of culverts during and after
construction. Recommended design values of E' as a function of depth of embedment are
presented in Table 1.
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A.3 Flexibility Factor or Pipe Stiffness : Significant Stiffness Consideration
by James C.Schlutter and James W. Shade Transport Research Record 1656, 1999.

This paper investigated the geometry, material and environmental factors that must be
considered to evaluate functional stiffness and compare pipe performance through laboratorymeasured "stiffness". Laboratory stiffness tests were conducted in conjunction with ASTM
D2412 on a series of 68 x 13mm (2.67 x 0.5 in) corrugated steel pipes (CSP) as well as profile
wall PVC and high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipes to determine the effects of helix angle,
material yielding, reverse curvature, strain rate, and temperature. Tests were limited to a
maximum diameter of 900 mm (36 in) and a maximum length of 1.8 m (6 ft), mainly because
of the size of the test equipment.
Stiffness test results are presented in figure 1 and compared with theoretical stiffness
calculated using the following equation
PS =

EI
0.149 R 3

where
E =

young's modulus - pipe material

I

moment of inertia, and

=

R =

pipe radius:

Figure 2 represents a load deflection curve for a 450 mm 918 in) diameter CSP from a
parallel plate test performed according to ASTM D2412 with a 1.8 m (6 ft) specimen length.
Table 1 shows the results of flattering test and Figure 3 indicates the variation of PS with strain
rate (head speed) in 600 mm pipes.
Following these results, the authors concluded, as far as SCP are concerned, that the
consideration to have a significant effect on practical, in service stiffness include the
followings:
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•

The actual stiffness of helical pipes is less than theoretical because of the orientation of the
profile. At the same time, stiffness test results are significantly understated unless a suitable
specimen length is used. For pipe diameters at least twice as large as the wrap width, a minimum
specimen length of three times the wrap width appears to be appropriate. Pipe with larger helix
angles require even longer test specimens to keep from understating stiffness.

•

Excessively deep profiles cause high bending strains that can lead to yielding in metals.

•

Reverse curvature occurred at deflections as low as 25 percent for CSP in the flattening test.

The stiffness of the steel pipe is unaffected by head speed.
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A.4

Calculating Loads on Buried Culverts Based. on the Pipe Hoop Stiffness
by Timothy J. McGrath, Transportation Research Record 1656, 1999

This paper investigated the significance of the hoop stiffness factor for determining
load on flexible and rigid buried pipe and proposed a simplified design model for predicting
loads based on the Burns and Richard theory.
Burns and Richard (1964) proposed a plane strain solution for stresses and
deformations of an elastic circular tube and surrounding isotropic elastic continuum subjected
to uniformly distributed loads (Figure 1). The solution uses the bending stiffness factor SB, the
hoop stiffness factor SH, and the Poisson's ratio of the soil as the principal parameters to
define the problem. The load acting on a buried pipe Wp is generally expressed as function of
the soil prism load Wsp as:
Wp = VAF x Wsp
Where VAF is defined as the vertical arching factor.
The Burns and Richard theory offers two solutions for the condition of the interface
between pipe and soil. The solution for the fully bonded interface where no shear
displacement is allowed between the pipe and the soil is called the no-slip condition, and the
solution for the frictionless interface where no shear stress is allowed to develop at the
interface is called the full-slip condition.
The Burns and Richard equation for VAF based on thrust at the spring line with a noslip interface is expressed as:
VAF = B(1 – a 0 ) + C(1 + a2)
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The Bums and Richard equation for VAF based on thrust at the spring line with a fullslip interface is expressed as:

VAF = B(1 − a 0 ) +

C
(1 + 3 A2 − 4 B2 )
3

The coefficients used in these equations are defined in Appendix B.
Calculations were made to evaluate the possibility that a simpler equation could be
derived without introducing significant error. These calculations were made with several
types of pipe, and are summarized in Table 1.
The hypothesis that the hoop stiffness factor SH is the dominant term in evaluating the
vertical arching factor was also tested by plotting the VAF computed with the Burns and
Richard theory, versus the hoop stiffness factor SH (Figures 2 and 3). Results of these
calculations and examination of the terms contributing to VAF indicates that reasonable
accuracy can be obtained by setting the terms a2, A2 and B2 to constant values and assuming
that Poisson's ration of the soil is always 0.3 Following this study, the authors proposed a
simplified design equations in the form of:

•

 S − 0 .7 

No slip: VAF = 1.06 − 0.96 H
 S H + 1.75 

•

 S − 0 .7 

Full slip: VAF = 0.76 − 0.71 H
S
+
1
.
75

 H

The approximations were compared with calculations made by using the full Burns and
Richard theory (Figures 2 and 3). The approximations showed good agreement with the full
theory, even though the flexural stiffness of the pipe (pipe wall moment of inertia) was
ignored as a variable.
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All

A.5

Strength of Bell - and - Spigot Joints
by Roger L. Brockenbrough, Fellow, ASCE, Journal of Structural Engineering, Vol. 116, No. 7 (July 1990)

The paper first states that, for Bell - and - Spigot Joints (Fig. 1), axial (longitudinal) forces
cause bending stresses in the joint region because of the geometric excentricity. Questions arise as
how these stresses should be calculated and more importantly how they should be treated in design.
Therefore, the paper presents a simple general - yielding approach that can be used to directly
determine the strength of this type of steel - pipe joints.
The approach presented in this paper is based on the assumption that the weld is adequate to
transmit the forces involved and that the steel, after fabrication, has the ductility and toughness
necessary to allow the formation of a yield hinge. Based on these assumptions, the following
equation for computing the axial - joint efficiency (Fa/Fy) has been derived

(

)

1
Fa
= k 2 +1 2 − k
Fy

k=

with:

t+g
t

where:
k=

excentricity ratio, given as a function of the wall thickness (t) and the gap (g) between
the bell and the spigot (see Fig. 1)

FY =

yield point

Fa =

average axial stress

The joint efficiency calculated using the above equation ranges from 0.41 for zero gap to 0.24
for a gap equal to the pipe thickness.
Comparison of the results to a finite-element analysis, to the ASME code, and to the results of
tests conducted on specimens with double-fillet welds as well as single-fillet welds (Tables 1
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and 2) shows that the equation is reasonable and conservative. Tests also show that a single fullthickness fillet weld can provide adequate strength.
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A.6

Durability of corrugated Metal Culverts
by:Haviland et al. , Report for Dept of Trans., State of New York (1967)
as Summarized by
Raymond J. Krizek et al., Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.

The New York study by Haviland, Bellair, and Morrell is the outcome of two separate
studies. One consists of a survey of 792 bituminous-coated and uncoated galvanized steel
culverts installed between 1930 and 1963; a statistical evaluation of the measurable factors
thought to control corrosion was made, and a design method was developed. The other is a
comparative study of galvanized steel and alclad aluminum culvert exposed to similar
conditions at 21 locations throughout the state.
Steel Culvert Survey
At each site pH, electrical resistivity, calcium carbonate content, and flow velocity were
measured. The ranges of values encountered were as follows:
1. pH - varied from 3.8 to 9.4 with no apparent correlation between the values for water
and soil at each site.
2. Resistivity - varied from 50 ohm-cm to 30,000 ohm-cm; with values for soil and
water being fairly consistent at each site.
3. Calcium carbonate - qualitative determination at 148 sites indicated 76 saturated and
72 unsaturated conditions.
4. Flow velocity- of 291 sites tested, results indicated that 7 sites had a velocity of 5.0 to
7.9 fps (moderate); 113 sites, 2.0 to 4.9 fps (slow); and 171 sites, less than 2.0 fps
(stagnant).
The distribution of surface treatment for the culverts was 11 uncoated, 238 bituminous
coated, and 443 bituminous coated and paved.
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Observation of the general condition of the culverts and of samples taken from the
culverts indicated that:
(1) culvert extremities were far- more distressed than were interior portions (and conditions
were not considered in the general evaluation),
(2) metal loss consistently originated on the interior surface and progressed outward,
(3) progressive corrosion was confined to the area below the waterline, and
(4) there was little evidence that abrasion was more than a minor contributor.
A statistical evaluation was made with the aid of an electronic computer on 146
installations for which complete data were available. The pH and resistivity of both soil and
water and the age of each culvert were treated as independent variables, and metal loss in
inches was treated as the `dependent variable.

A stepwise regression technique was used

to analyze the effect of sequentially eliminating each independent variable, and culvert age
was found to be the only statistically significant factor. It could, therefore, be concluded that
at least for the State of New York within the range of conditions tested, a culvert durability
design based on the physical parameters measured at a particular site would be of little value.
Apparently, other factors, such as oxygen concentration, temperature, and flow velocity, play
a significant, but undetermined, role in the corrosion process. Unfortunately, the
measurement of these parameters involves considerable difficulty, and prospects for
including them in design criteria in the near future are small.
However, because a large quantity of data was available, it was possible to determine
the degree of variability from the average straight-line relationship between metal loss and
age. A corrosion design method, based on the probability of exceeding any given rate of
metal loss, is suggested, and curves are shown in Figure 1 for the three cases of uncoated,
coated, and coated/paved culverts. The following examples illustrate the use of these curves
to determine the corrosion allowance to be made.
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Example 1. - For a low-cover driveway pipe serving light traffic, a 30 to 40 percent
probability of exceeding the determined corrosion rate is considered satisfactory. From the curve
for uncoated pipe, one obtains a corrosion rate of approximately 0.0007 in./yr; if the required
service life for the culvert is 25 years; the corrosion allowance should be 25 x 0.0007 = 0.002 in.
Example 2. - For a culvert under a high embankment on an Interstate Highway subjected to
heavy traffic, it is desired to limit to 10 percent the probability of exceeding the determined
corrosion rate. Use of the curve for coated pipe for a 50 year service life yields a calculated
allowance for metal loss of 50 x 0.0017= 0.085 in.
Comparison Survey
The second study involved a comparison of aluminum and steel culverts exposed to similar
conditions. Because the aluminum culverts were installed between 1961 and 1964, the results
obtained from this study are considered only preliminary. In a few cases the exposure time for the
steel culvert was considerably greater than that of its aluminum counterpart. The ranges of the pH,
electrical resistivity, and stream velocity values agreed, in general, with those of the previous
study. Because the aluminum :culverts showed no measurable metal loss, it is concluded from
these limited results that bituminous coatings may be unnecessary for aluminum culverts "except in
unusually aggressive chemical or abrasive environments." The performance of the steel culverts
was consistant with the results of the previous statewide survey, and the average metal loss varied
from zero to appreciable amounts.
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF THE VERTICAL ARCHING FACTOR (VAF)
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APPENDIX E
FDOT Topic No. 625-040-001b
(Chapter 6)
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CHAPTER 6
OPTIONAL CULVERT MATERIALS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Optional culvert materials shall be considered for all culvert applications including, but not limited
to, storm drains, cross drains, side drains, gutter drains, and french drains. All culvert materials
shown in Table 6-1 for the application being designed shall be evaluated. The evaluation shall
consider functionally equivalent performance in three areas: durability, structural capacity, hydraulic
capacity.
6.2 DURABILITY
Culverts shall be designed for a design service Life (DSL) appropriate for the culvert function and
highway type. Department requirements: for DSL are provided in Table 6-1. The projected service
life of pipe material options called for in the plans shall provide, as a minimum, the Design Service
Life. Pipe material standards shall not be reduced when projected service life exceeds design service
life.
In estimating the projected service life of a material, consideration shall be given to actual
performance of the material in nearby similar environmental conditions, its theoretical corrosion
rate, the potential for abrasion, and other appropriate site factors. Theoretical corrosion rates shall be
based on the environmental conditions of both the soil and water. As a minimum the following
corrosion indicators shall be considered:
1. pH
2. Resistivity
3. Sulfates
4. Chlorides
Tests for the above characteristics shall be based on FDOT approved test procedures. To avoid
unnecessary site specific testing, generalized soil maps may be used to delete unsuitable materials
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from consideration. The potential for future land use changes which may change soil and water
corrosion indicators shall also be, considered to the extent practical.
6.2.1 Culvert Service Life Estimation
The Tables and Figures, or criteria stated below should be used in evaluating the estimates service
life for the following culvert materials:
Galvanized Steel:

Figure 6.1 and Table 6.2

Aluminized Steel:

Figure 6.2 and Table 6.3

Aluminum:

Figure 6.3 and Table 6.4

Reinforced Concrete:

Figure 6.4 and Table 6.5

Polyethylene:

50 Years

Polyvinyl Chloride:

50 Years

6.3 STRUCTURAL EVALUATION
Standard Index Drawing 205 provides minimum and maximum cover requirements. The `minimum
thickness established to meet Durability requirements shall be evaluated to assure structural
adequacy and increased if necessary. Materials and sizes not listed in Index 205 shall be evaluated
using: AASHTO design guidelines and industry recommendations, and modified as necessary to be
consistent. with Index 205 and: any applicable specifications and installation procedures.
6.4 HYDRAULIC EVALUATION
The hydraulic evaluation shall establish the hydraulic size in accordance with the design standards
provided in the Drainage Manual for the particular culvert application. :For storm drains and cross
drains, only one hydraulic design is required. This design shall use the Manning's roughness
coefficient associated with concrete pipe, spiral rib pipe, polyethylene pipe and polyvinyl chloride
pipe
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For side drains, two hydraulic designs shall be considered; one using the Manning's roughness coefficient
(n=0.012) associated with concrete, spiral rib, polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe, and one
using the Manning's roughness coefficients associated with conventionally corrugated helical pipe. If a
material type is considered to be inappropriate, it will need to be eliminated as an option in the plans.
In addition, the hydraulic evaluation shall verify that the standard joint performance as required by the
Standard Specifications will be sufficient. Minimum joint performance requirements established in the
Standard Specifications are as follows:
Application

Minimum Joint Performance

Storm Drain

Soiltight

Cross Drain

Soiltight

Side Drain

Soiltight

Gutter Drain

Watertight

French Drain

Alignment

Underdrain

Alignment

.

For situations where the minimum joint performance as required by the Standard Specifications is not
sufficient, special provisions to specify the proper joint shall be provided in the plans. For example, a pump
station with a small diameter pressurized storm drain should use a High Pressure joint. (Note: Joints are
tested and rated by the Office of Materials and Research.)
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6.5 CULVERT MATERIAL TYPES
The types of culvert materials to be considered for the various culvert applications are as follows.
Other materials may be considered, but are not required to be.

6.6 DOCUMENTATION
The documentation shall be sufficient t o

justify eliminating material types f r o m

being

acceptable and shall include at a minimum the following:
1.

Design Service Life required.

2.

Soil and water corrosion indicators used in estimating service life,

3.

Estimates of service life at cross drains and at various locations of storm drain systems.

4.

Structural Evaluation (comparison of maximum and minimum cover heights to actual
cover, height).
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MEMORANDUM
Paul Harkins
From:
Date:
Re:

CC Matt Dorser, Uni-Bell
5 pages faxed
Jim Schluter
12/21/99
Stain in deflected pipe calculations

The calculations I used to support my recommend pipe deflection limits were
roughed out in scratch paper, so I took a minute to put them into a form you can
read and check. The values, with the exception of one minor correction are the same
as in my written summary. The attached calculations support those
recommendations.
None of the AASHTO or ASTM specifications require detailed wall profiles for
plastic pipes like they do for steel. Corrugated steel pipe with a 2-2/3x1/2 corrugation is
spelled out specifically. Plastic pipes, by specification are only referred to as corrugated,
ribbed, etc. The profile dimensions can be anything the manufacturer desires.
To overcome this "dimensional" problem AASHTO has put limiting (worst case)
dimensions into the bridge specification to use for design. These are the dimensions
(tables A12-11 and A12-13 of the LRrl7 Bridge Spec.) I used in my original
calculations to evaluate strain, levels: Pipes can be and are made to these dimensions.
In the attached, however, I also show the bending strains for Contech's M304 pipe and
one M294 product that I have specific dimensions for.
While there is a range between some of the different manufacturer's products:
• M294 pipes consistently produces about twice the bending strain level of

PVC pipes at the same amount of deflection.
• The grades of HDPL allowed in M294 are much more strain sensitive than
M304 PVC materials.
• The strain levels reached at 5% deflection in M294 pipes are enough to be of
concern (tensile cracking and local buckling ) while the PVC pipes aren't a
concern even at 7-1/2% deflection.
Part of this entire issue is local buckling instability do to compression, bending strain
caused by deflection. NCHMP 20-7, Task 89, the local buckling study for
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plastic pipe design, openly restricts deflections for M294 pipes to levels well below
5% in higher cover cases, to control local buckling. It also indicates that today's PVC
products are fully stable.
Paul, I hope to get my formal comments together from our last niccting over the
holidays. Let me also see if NCBIZP will let me copy my 20-7, task 89 report for
your use.

PIPE WALL BENDING STRAIN DUE TOP PIPE
DEFLECTION STRAIN EQUATION
ε = Df(C/R) ∆
where: ε = pipe wall strain due to deflection bending (%)
∆ = pipe deflection {%)
C =pipe wall extreme fiber distance (in.)
R = mean radius of the pipe (in.)
Df = a factor that relates to pipe shape after deflection. Low stiffness
pipes tend t o deflect in more of a "square" shape than do stiffer pipes.
= 4.27 for stiffer (100 psi) pipes
= 6.0 for lower stiffness (M204f M304) pipes
24" diameter, AASHTO M36, 2-2/3 x 1/2 corrugated s t e e l pipe.
d = Corrugation depth, out-to-out = 0.5+t = 0.56 in.
C = d/2 = 0.28 in.
R = (ID/2) + C =12.28 in.
@ 5% deflection (i.e. ∆ = 5%)
ε = 4.27 (0.28/12.28) 5 = 0.49%
Note: if the Df of 6.0 was applied to this stiffer pipe (pipe stiffness > 100 psi.) the pipe,
strain would still be only 0.68%
24"diameter, AASHTO M294 pipe
AASHTO dimensions ref: AASHTO LRFD Bridge Spec. Division 1, table A12-11
OD = 28.7
Cmin = 0.65
ID = 23.6
Thus:
d = depth of wall = (OD-ID)/2 = 2.55 in.
C = Cmax = 2.55 - .65 = 1.90 in
R = (23.6/2) + .65 = 12.45 in.
@ 5% deflection
ε = 6 (1.9/12.45) 5 = 4.58%
Since the plastic pipe product specifications do not provide limits or controls an the ID
OD etc. of theses pipe AASHTO has adopted the use of tables such as Al2-11 that
give the worst case dimensions of what is known to be manufactured Any one
manufacturer's product my produce less strain.
Example: Hancor 24", M294 pipe
OD = 28.4 in.
ID = 24.07 in.

Cmin = 0.863 in
d = (28.4-24.07)/2 =2.17 in.
C = Cmax = 217 - .863 = 1.307
R = (ID/2) + Cmin =12.898
@ 5% deflection
ε = 6 (1:307/ 12.898) 5 = 3.04%
24" diameter AASHTO M304 PVC pipe
AASHTO dimensions ref: AASHTO LRFD BridgerSpec. Division 1, table A12-13
OD = 26.0 in.
ID = 23.4 in
Cmin = 0.23 in.
d = (26.0 - 23.4)/2 =1.3 in
C = Cmax = 1.3 - .23 = 1.07 in
R = 23.4/2+0.23 = 11.93 in
@ 5% deflection
ε = 6(1.07/11.93)5 = 2.69%
As above, this_ is AASHTO's worst case assumption. Some manufacturers pipes
could exhibit less strain.
Example: Contech 24" M304 pipe
OD = 25.58
ID = 23.47
Cmin = 0.401
D = (25.58 - 23.47)/2 =1.055
C = Cmax = 1.065 - .401 = 0.654 in
R= (23.47)/2 + 0.401 = 12.136 in.
@ 5% deflection
ε = 6(0.654/12.136)5 = 1.61%

Florida DOT, Culvert Pipe Advisory Group
Response to Issues:
#2-Deflection testing is not appropriate for metal pipes
#3- Why a 5% limit
#7- Separate metals and plastic pipes
A round pipe, even squashed into a pipe arch retains over 90% of the original (round) flow
area while experiencing more than an 20% reduction in rise. A reduction in flow area is not
a significant deflection control consideration. However, there are considerable differences in
the structural characteristics of the flexible; pipe materials as well as dimensional differences
in their wall profiles. These are important considerations. Both support the need for different
deflection limits for the various pipe materials.
While metal pipes have been around for over 100 years, deflection (mandrel) testing started
with PVC pipes in the early 1970's and has since been limited exclusively to plastic pipes.
Deflection controls for plastic pipes are necessary because they:
• Are less stiff than metal pipes. and thus exhibit greater deflections.
• Have material strain capacity and wail profile design considerations that make limiting
deflection levels important.
There are significant differences between PVC and HDPE materials as well as in the pipes
made from them. M294 wall profiles are deeper, structurally unstable and made from low
strain capacity grades of: HDPE. A 5% deflection limit is necessary to eliminate cracking
(from bending tension strains) and local pipe wall buckling from excessive compression
strain (see NCHRP 4 - 24, table 13, page 39).
Alternatively, PVC pipes have a higher tensile strain capacity as well as structurally stable
(compact) wall profiles. Metals are not tensile strain sensitive and their profiles are also
compact. Metal pipes don't require specific deflection control limits while deflections are
much less a concern with PVC (M304) than with M294 pipes.
When the deflection in any pipe exceeds 10%, the suitability of the backfill and installation
process need to be investigated. Beyond. this, each pipe material and pipe wall
configuration has its own limit. For equal, long term performance, recommended deflection
limits are tabulated below.
•
•
•
•

Recommended Deflection Limits
Installation integrity limit (all flexible pipes): 10% max.
Metals: No specific limit other than the 10% installation integrity limit.
PVC (M304): 7-112% max. deflection
HDPE (M294): 5% max. deflection (once the NCHRP 4-24 material cracking
requirements are met)

There is no reason for all types of flexible pipes to have a deflection limit, much less for
them to have the same deflection limit!

Discussion:
Stress based design methods fall by the wayside where, plastic pipes are concerned. Because
of stress relaxation, stresses in the pipe are hard to evaluate. Stress relaxation erroneously
appears to make long term considerations moot. However, in service, plastic pipes
experience relatively fixed levels of both tensile and compression strain from ring bending
(deflection), ring compression and beam bending from any loss of line and grade. When
excessive, these strains cause cracking, profile buckling, etc. overtime.
Stiffness
A pipe's stiffness dictates the magnitude of deflections that can be expected from both
installation and service loads. Metal pipes are, significantly stiffer than plastic pipes in the
sizes that can be deflection tested. Because of this high stiffness, "excessive" deflections are
uncommon in metal pipes. Deflection testing is unnecessary.
Profile Design
The differences between these pipe materials significantly effects their profile designs. Each
flexible pipe material has its own set of structural properties and tensile strain limits. The
materials Young's modulus (E) dictates the profiles used. Generally speaking, pipe walls are
designed to give an "adequate" level of pipe stiffness while using a minimum amount of
plastic. M294, HDPE pipe materials exhibit an initial modulus in the range of 110,000 to
160,000 psi., while PVC pipe materials have a modulus exceeding 400,000 psi. To
economically obtain the necessary pipe stiffness, HDPE wall profiles are much deeper (to
maximize the moment of inertia) than those for PVC pipes. Steel and aluminum, with
moduli a couple of magnitudes larger than these values, have relatively shallow, compact
profiles. The dimensional differences in the wall profiles become significant strain
considerations.
Tensile Strain
Each metal and each type and grade of thermoplastic materials have different tensile strain
capacities. Metals arecorrugated and then wrapped into a pipe. Often they are then bent into
ellipse and pipe-arch shapes, all without damage. Steel and aluminum are unaffected by
tensile strains at least those generated in piping applications. With plastics, on the other
hand, tensile strains must be limited to control, cracking and rapture.
AASHTO correctly limits PVC pipe materials to those that exhibit minimum 3-1/2 to 5%
long-term strain capacities
.
Unfortunately, AASHTO ( Bridge Specification) strain limits for designing M294 pipes are
based on the original AASHTO material that had a Hydrostatic design basis (HDB). This
material has never been a M294 product requirement. AASHTO

did not change the M294 Bridge Specification material design properties when they
changed the cell class to match M294.
HDPE materials with strain capacities of even 3 - 4% or more can meet HDB
requirements. Current M294 materials are much more strain sensitive. The need to control
strain cracking in M294 pipes is made obvious in the NCHRP 4-24, "Drexel study," results
(see table 13, page 39).
Tensile strains in pipes acting in ring compression come from loss of line and grade, stone
impingements pipe deflection, etc. Ring bending strain from pipe deflection is relatively
easy to evaluate. It can be expressed as:
ε = Df (C/ r) ∆
equation 1
Where:
ε = Bending strain due to deflection (%)
Df = a factor that relates the deflected shape pipe's shape
= 4.27 for relatively stiff (100 psi) pipes
= 6.0 for less stiff, M294 and M304 pipes
∆ = pipe deflection (%)
C = extreme fiber distance of the wall profile
R =mean radius of the pipe
To evaluate tensile strains from deflection bending to control cracking, assume the pipe is
under low cover (ring compression is minimal) with a 5%, construction induced, pipe
deflection. Using AASHTO pipe wall properties (LRFD Bridge Spec. section 12, tables
Al2-4, Al2-12 and A12-13) the bending strains can be calculated directly from equation 1.
Five percent deflection produces tensile bending strains of 0.5%,2.7% and 6.1% in 24 inch
steel (2-2/3x 1/2), M304 PVC and M294 HDPE pipes, respectively. While tensile strain
levels are within the strain capacity of the metal and PVC materials, tensile strain from 5%
deflection indicate cracking problems in M294 pipes.
Compression Strain and Buckling
AASHTO has long required all metal pipe profiles to be fully stable (i.e. compact) in,
compression. This has not been the case for plastic pipes. NCHRP 4-24(see table 13, page
39 and site reports E, F, K, O, U and W), the Penn. Deep Burial study and many other
field evaluations provide examples of local buckles in M294 pipe walls.
NCHRP 20-7, Task 89, to publish later this year, will provide a means to calculate the
compression strain level required to induce local buckling in each specific profile.
However, AASHTO has long handled metal pipes appropriately. Shallow profiles and
extrusion limitations have avoided producing too thin, unstable PVC profiles.
While a specific wall profile will buckle at about the same level of total compression
strain, regardless of the pipe material, the material is important. Assuming identical wall
profiles in ring compression, high modulus materials strain less and thus are more stable in
buckling, than lower modulus materials. PVC with about 5 times the

50 year modulus as HDPE, would see 20% of the ring compression strain experienced by
the HDPE profile. Ring compression strains in this same profile made from steel or
aluminum is insignificant (negligible) because of the high moduli.
From a local buckling standpoint, the least serviceable pipe:
• Has a thin wall profile with high slenderness ratios (is not compact).
• Develops high ring bending strains when deflected (i.e. a deep profile).
• Is made from a material with low resistance to ring compressive strain (low modulus
and wall area combination).
Using design properties from the above AASHTO tables, and material properties from
table. 12.12.3.3-1, 24 inch M304 PVC and M294 HDPE pipes, under 10 feet of cover will
experience ring compression strains of 0.4% and 1.8% respectively. The combined ring and
bending compression strains become 0.5, 3.1 % and 7.9% for the respective steel, PVC and
HDPE pipes.
Unlike the other "flexible pipes", deflected 5% under 10 feet of cover, compression strains
developed from either ring compression or pipe deflection in M294 pipes are more than
twice those experienced in other flexible pipes!
Conclusions
There are easily evaluated differences between "flexible pipes". Their materials are not the
same. Their wall profiles are different. In the same service conditions, their strain levels are
very different.
• Metal pipes, which are not tensile strain sensitive (cracking), and have structurally stable
profiles, experience less strain than the other "flexible pipes". Even if they are deflected,
they do not experience significant bending strains and do not need a specific deflection
limit:
• AASHTO M294 pipes require stringent deflection controls. They have deep profiles,
generating the largest deflection bending strains, yet they:
*Are made from the least crack resistant material.
*Are the most susceptible to local buckling with the highest combined ring
compression and bending strains and the highest slenderness ratios.
*Are not serviceable at 5% deflection unless the NCHRP 4-24 materials are required.
• AASHTO PVC pipes are limited to high. strain capacity materials. They use relatively
shallow profiles and do not develop excessive deflection bending strains. The 7-1/2%
deflection limit originally developed for PVC pipes is totally serviceable and is
recommended as the PVC pipe deflection limit for Florida DOT use. Even at 7-1/2%
deflection, PVC pipes provide a substantially greater factor of safety than do M294 pipes at
5% deflection.
James C Schluter
For the Uni-Bell PVC pipe Association

